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Market Research Report: PSiP and PwrSoC - Power Density 
Goes Mainstream 2016-2023

March 2019. LTEC Corporation, in collaboration with Anagenesis, Inc., is planning 
to release a market research report covering miniature power supplies having 
physical dimensions of 25.4 mm x 25.4 mm footprint or less, and volumetric 
power density of at least 4mA/mm3.  This class of power supplies are integrated 

either at package-level and  termed as Power Systems in a Package (PSiP), or at 
chip-level and termed as Power System on Chip (PwrSoC). Accelerated growth of 
the PSiP sub-class and accelerated activity in the PwrSoC cub-class has been 
observed lately, thus underscoring the need to take a fresh look at the evolving 
market drivers and the underlaying technology-base.  Some of the key themes 
addressed in this report are:

PSiP Example: Murata’s MonoBlock PwrSoC Example: Intel’s granular  PwrSoC

• Growing number of players despite
M&As

• Emerging new technologies pushing
up current density

• Merchant - integrated passives are
now commercially available - this is a
key advancement

• Outgrown traditional POL market;
new ones are surprising

• GaN adoption as potential accelerator

• The pull of emerging markets and
heterogeneous integration trends

• Intense drive to create low-cost, low
profile integrated power passives

• New integration opportunities push
fabs to reinvent themselves

• Important learnings from purpose-
based RE , patent landscape analysis

• Double-digit PSiP growth outpaces
most power management offerings
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Why read this report?
The report 
• Offers a comprehensive overview of the growing number of entries 

despite vigorous M&A activity.
• Provides access hard to obtain facts and trend charts to facilitate careful 

planning of your company’s portfolio.
• Identifies key market drivers and technology drivers
• Offers assessment of the current status of GaN adoption and its potential 

accelerating effects for PSiP development
• Contains targeted RE, product teardown and deep analysis-based 

assessments of technology trends
• Includes an overview of the patent landscape is provided
• Saves time with this unique technical-marketing  tool 

Learn
• What’s accelerating the PSiP market? What’s fueling the double-digit 

growth our analysts are seeing?
• Why is it the PwrSoC market evolves at slower pace than the PSiP market?  

Is it technology, lack of market dricer, or something inherent in the nature 
of the “beast”?

• What technologies  enable the next generation PwrSoC and PSiP?
• Who are the key PSiP players and who will be forthcoming?
• What are the future growth drivers and key applications?
• What makes the PwrSoC opportunity different from PSiP?
• How is PwrSoC more than an engineering dream in search of a market?
• Why has it been so difficult for the PwrSoC to become a reality?
• How fast will the PwrSoC market grow and will it continue to drive 

additional investments?
• Where do your best emerging opportunities exist?
• System integration - define your innovation and development strategy.
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LTEC Corporation is Japan’s leading, well-respected supplier of products
and technologies teardown and deep analysis (benchmarking) for IP
protection and new product R&D for over three decades. LTEC offers
teardowns, deep analysis of competing technologies for product
development, patents’ enforcement and defense with headquarters in
Osaka, Japan, and local offices in the USA and the Asia-Pacific region

Anagenesis is the leading analysis team for PSiP and PwrSoC
markets since 2007 with in-depth research offering a unique 
perspective. Moreover, they have the engineering expertise and 
business relationships to capture the PSiP and PwrSoC customers’ 
viewpoint. Customers say their reports are “deeply impressive”  and

“have details unavailable anywhere else.” Their repeat business and referrals reflect high
customer satisfaction.

The LTEC – Anagenesis Difference

Order this market report today.
Report Price $6,995 Pre-publication Price: $5,880 USD (16% savings)


